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Abstract

We set out to determine if independent inventors can be considered “heroes” or “hobbyists”, that is, if they produce the most or
the least influential inventions in a product category. We study patented inventions by independent and firm-based inventors by
comparing patents along four dimensions: Patent citation impact, detail, scope, and maintenance. Examining 225 tennis racket
patents granted in the US between 1981 and 1991, we find that independent inventors are a heterogeneous group who generate
inventions that are overrepresented both among the most impactful and the least impactful patents. The metrics we develop
provide insight into ex ante identification of the importance of inventions.
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. Introduction

Although independent inventors have historically
een seen as important actors in developing new tech-
ologies, there is a debate in the innovation literature
bout whether their influence is as great today as in
arlier times. Literature in favor of their continued im-
ortance states that radical inventions are more likely
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ax: +1 416 978 4629.
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to be generated by industry outsiders and the org
zational extensions of their apocryphal “garages” (
Schrage, 2003; Prusa and Schmitz, 1991; Jewk
al., 1969; Schumpeter, 1934; Gilfillan, 1935). There is
also evidence that the development of new invent
by independent inventors is at a lower cost than sim
inventions in large corporations; independent inven
have been found to bring their products to market
development costs about one-twelfth those of es
lished firms and with gross profit margins compara
to those found in the pharmaceutical industry (Åstebro
1998).

048-7333/$ – see front matter © 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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But the image of iconic lone and “heroic” indepen-
dent inventors—such as an Edison or a Kettering, at one
point in their lives—is under threat by arguments today
that their ideas are of less value than those generated
by inventors within corporations. As inventions have
become more industrialized, goes the argument; inde-
pendent inventors have become increasingly marginal
contributors to innovative activity (Rosenberg, 1994).1

One indication of this is the decline in prominence of
independent inventors in US patenting: whereas inde-
pendent inventors were granted 86% of all US patents
in 1910, they were granted only 15% in 1998 (USPTO,
1998).2 Although this is a drop in absolute numbers
of about only a third (35,168 patents were granted to
independent inventors in 1910 versus 22,644 patents in
1998 (USPTO, 2002)), some scholars claim that patents
filed by independent inventors, on aggregate, are “rel-
atively unimportant” (Narin, 1991). Indicative of this
perception, the former Commissioner of the US Patent
Office, Bruce Lehman, called independent inventors
“weekend hobbyists” (Chartrand, 1999).

Many studies have demonstrated that financial con-
straints make entrepreneurs less likely to start up com-
panies and to succeed.3 Indicative that such constraints
also exist for independent inventors,Åstebro (1998)
find that independent inventors are only about 17–25%
as likely as inventors in already established firms to
bring their inventions to the market. In response, one
of the central issues in entrepreneurship and technol-
ogy policy has been how best to support independent
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(Holbrook et al., 2000).4 If, however, the debate on the
importance of the individual inventor is resolved in fa-
vor of the “hobbyist” understanding—in other words,
the technical importance and potential economic value
of independent inventors’ ideas are considerably lower
than those of firm-based inventors’ ideas—the implica-
tion for entrepreneurship and technology policy is that
nothing should be done with respect to the difficulties
facing independent inventors in obtaining financing. In
light of this debate and its policy implications, this pa-
per evaluates the differences between the inventions
of independent and corporate inventors. We explicitly
study the technical content, or merit, of inventions pro-
duced by the two groups of inventors. In addition, we
develop a series of metrics to aid in evaluating techni-
cal content based on textual analysis of patent claims.
We elect to analyze patent claims since they provide a
well-defined description of the novel part of an inven-
tion.

We chose to investigate one industry—the tennis
racket industry—in a detailed manner in order to ex-
pose most effectively the differences in technical con-
tent between inventor groups. A few facts are therefore
in order. The tennis racket industry is highly competi-
tive and mature, with significant innovations by inde-
pendent as well as firm-based inventors. Tennis enjoyed
its greatest popularity in the US in 1978, when 35 mil-
lion Americans claimed to play tennis at least once
a month (Tennis Industry Association, 1992; National
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nventors in their efforts to commercialize their ide

1 Sometimes this debate is labelled Schumpeter I versus Sc
eter II since Schumpeter changed his view of the relative value

repreneurs and large firms as to who drives innovation (Schumpete
934, 1942).

2 Alternatively, it should be noted that this decline might indic
ess about the value of the inventions of independent inventor

ore about the financial constraints facing these inventors.
3 There are three different foci of this work. First is the impli

ions of financial constraints on the choice between paid work
elf-employment (Bernhardt, 1994; Blanchflower and Oswald, 19
vans and Jovanovic, 1989a; Evans and Leighton, 1989; Holtz-
t al., 1994a). Second is the determinants of the supply of capit
tart-up firms (Bates, 1990; Evans and Jovanovic, 1989b; Grown
ates, 1991). Third is the rate of survival of small start-up firms, c
itional on their access to capital (Bates, 1990; Cressy, 1996; Gro
nd Bates, 1991; Holtz-Eakin et al., 1994b;Åstebro and Bernhard
003).
porting Goods Association, 2001). The peak year o
eported racket sales, however, was 1976, when a
ine million rackets were sold in the US. At the sa

ime as sales crested, the number of firms active i
S market also reached its apex, with 62 firms o

ng at least one racket model for sale (The Sporting
oods Directory, 1960–1985). In 1985, participatio

n the sport declined to a low of 18 million players w
ought 2.7 million rackets. That participation level
ounded to 22.1 million players by 1991, but by t

ime, the number of firms still active in the US mar

4 For example, the NSF supported research by Gerald Ude
esulted in the Inventors Assistance Program (IAP), which as
ndependent inventors in assessing their inventions’ likelihoo

arket success. The IAP has made surprisingly good predictio
reat value to inventors who have not pursued dead-end proje
result. The IAP is currently used, for example, by the Depart
f Energy and several universities in the US and by the Can

nnovation Center in Canada (Åstebro and Gerchak, 2001).
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had been reduced to 21. Overall, racket frame revenues
have declined over the last two decades: the peak year in
market value was 1979, when revenues hit US$ 392M,
while in 1994, revenue was only US$ 234M (all 1994
prices).

The racket of choice at the height of tennis partic-
ipation in the US had an expected life span of 1–2
years, was oval-headed, was 60–70 square inches, and
was made of laminated wood (Dahlin, 1996). This
racket, which replaced the solid-wood rackets that had
been used for the previous 200 years, was the domi-
nant design for about 50 years. This dominant design
was challenged by several innovations in the 1960s
through the 1980s that changed the competitive fo-
cus of the industry from cost reductions in manufac-
turing (many firms outsourced production to India and
Pakistan) to product design innovations that enhanced
performance along new dimensions (Utterback and
Abernathy, 1975; Tushman and Anderson, 1986). By
the late 1980s, the new standard racket had an increased
lifespan of at least 10 years, was round or oval-headed,
was 110 square inches, was made from graphite rein-
forced glass fiber, and had a higher per-unit price.

Challenges to the dominant racket design in the
1960s through the 1980s were focused on two main
dimensions: materials of composition and shape. Ma-
terials of composition began to change in tennis rackets
in the late 1960s with the introduction of the wire spiral
wound steel frame racket developed by French tennis
pro and inventor Renee LaCoste and licensed to Wilson
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racket. This innovation stemmed from two papers on
the physics of the tennis racket, which demonstrated
that before any collision energy from the ball-string
contact can be fed back into the ball by a traditional
flexible thin-beam racket, the ball has long ago left the
strings (Brody, 1979, 1981). Thus, a stiff racket frame
like that of the wide-body racket maximizes the energy
return to the ball since the strings absorb and reflect the
momentum of the ball, resulting in a faster and harder
ball return.

2. Models and hypotheses

This paper sets out to determine if independent in-
ventors can be considered “heroes” or “hobbyists” in
the context of the tennis racket industry. We start by
investigating a series of formal hypotheses on the dif-
ferences between the inventions of independent and
firm-based inventors along the dimensions of technical
merit and commercial success. These findings have im-
plications for the greater discussion of the independent
inventor as “hero” or “hobbyist”; the characteristics we
expect to observe in hobbyists will be detailed in Sec-
tion 5.

2.1. Technical merit

We use three criteria for judging the technical merit
of an invention—which, in a perfect world without con-
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n the US. A “materials race” ensued after its introd
ion, which resulted in the development of high per
ance rackets made of fiberglass composites.5 Shape

hanges began to occur in tennis rackets in 1976, w
he 95–115 square inch oversized racket head wa
roduced. Few professional players adopted the
eneration of oversized rackets, however, and it
ntil 1981 and the advent of the super-oversized ra
efore a size limit was included in the official ru
f the game.6 Another shape-based challenge was
ented in 1987 with the introduction of the wide-bo

5 Typically in these composites, graphite fibers coexist in a m
ith different combinations of ceramics and other encapsulat
reating tensions in the glass fiber and making the material sti

6 The rules of the game had no reference to racket design due
ominance of the wood laminate racket, even with the introdu
f rackets made of new materials (although such rules were disc
t the time).
traints on access to financial resources, should be
tively linked to an invention’s success in the mark
lace. First is the “technical importance” of an inv

ion, or its influence on ensuing innovations in the s
roduct category. Second is the “level of detail” of

nvention, or how well thought-out the invention is
ommunicated to observers (this metric is an indic
f the realism and completeness of an invention). T

s the “scope,” or extent, of an invention (e.g. whe
he invention consists of an entire system or one s
art of a system). For each of these aspects of in

ion, we hypothesize that different sources of inven
ill be dominant.

.1.1. Technical importance
Many scholars and practitioners distinguish

ween inventions by their technical importance (
ushman and Anderson, 1986; Henderson, 1
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Henderson and Clark, 1990; Ettlie et al., 1984). In
light of the debate over the importance of independent
inventors, we expect that the technical importance of
the inventions of independent and corporate inventors
will be distinguishable in ways that are not straightfor-
ward. The previously mentioned evidence that indus-
try outsiders have a greater tendency to create radical
innovation—with inherently greater uncertainty than
incremental innovation—implies that independent in-
ventors are more likely to have inventions of great tech-
nical importance than are firm-based inventors.

This is supported by the rationale that industry out-
siders have a greater incentive than corporate inventors
to challenge dominant designs in novel ways, since they
have no older product generation to protect and are less
vested in the assumptions and problem-solving meth-
ods of the industry (Schumpeter, 1934; Reinganum,
1983; Henderson and Clark, 1990). In addition, the typ-
ical work experience of the independent inventor—who
often has a background in an industry different than the
industry being invented in—also lends weight to the
novelty, and hence, technical importance, of his or her
inventions (von Hippel, 1988).

But the above argument can be flipped: While free-
dom from an industry’s preconceived notions may lead
in some cases to novel new inventions, in other cases,
the absence of the intellectual support mechanisms of
the firm may lead to more marginal inventions. These
support mechanisms are likely to provide important
industry-specific knowledge to firm-based inventors,
s sers,
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linked in part to the varying resources available to inde-
pendent and corporate inventors, particularly as these
resources affect the sources of information accessible
to an inventor. For example, corporate inventors are
better able to access the technology-specific knowl-
edge and experience embedded in internal libraries,
in-house experts, and long-standing relationships with
outside experts because of the long-term involvement
of corporations in a particular technology area. In addi-
tion, corporate inventors benefit from interaction with
the development process, the manufacturing process,
and customer relations as additional sources of inspi-
ration for research (von Hippel, 1988; Christensen and
Rosenbloom, 1995). Thus, corporate inventors have
greater access to multiple generators of potential in-
ventive insights connected to a single product line than
do independent inventors; these sources of innovation
should help make corporate inventions more detailed.
Thus, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 1B. Independent inventors will have less
detailed inventions than corporate inventors.

2.1.3. Scope
Most case descriptions of technical change de-

scribe invention as problem-driven (e.g.Hughes, 1989;
Jewkes, et al., 1969;Petroski, 1994). That is, an inven-
tor starts working on a perceived flaw in a product and
that flaw focuses the inventor’s attention; asPetroski
(1992)expresses it, “form follows failure”. In line with
t dent
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uch as the performance dimensions important to u
ore effective racket design features, etc. Base
ur experience with the tennis racket industry, we

ieve it is possible that both views of the independ
nventor—hero and hobbyist—will find support in th
ndustry (Hughes, 1989; Lamberton, 1971; Petro
992; Narin, 1994a; USPTO, 1998; Chartrand, 199).
hus, we hypothesize that:

ypothesis 1A. Independent inventors will be ove
epresented in both the technically important and t
ically unimportant invention populations.

.1.2. Level of detail
It is likely that there will be variability among in

entions in terms of how well thought-out or detai
hey are. We believe that less-detailed inventions wi
his reasoning, it is natural to expect that indepen
nventors will generally focus on flawed sub-parts
roducts that they have noticed problems with, ra

han on entire products. Corporate inventors, on
ther hand, may be conditioned by their industrie

ocus their inventive attention on a different set of pr
ems. For example, corporate inventors based in m
onsumer goods industries will be influenced by the
le of new model releases to work on the developm
f entirely new products rather than on problems w
ub-parts of existing products. In addition, we exp
hat corporate inventors will have an interest in b
roduct and process design, while independent in

ors will have much less interest in how a produc
anufactured. Based on this, we hypothesize tha

ypothesis 1C. Independent inventors will genera
nventions of less scope than corporate inventors.
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2.2. Commercial success

Previous studies, such asÅstebro (1998), indicate
a lower commercialization rate for independent inven-
tors than for corporate inventors. For consistency, we
need to reestablish these results with the inventions
evaluated for technical merit in the tennis racket in-
dustry. Based on previous studies, therefore, we hy-
pothesize that:

Hypothesis 2. Inventions by independent inventors
will be less successful than inventions by corporate in-
ventors.

3. Data sources and methodology

3.1. Data sources

The data source we use to evaluate the differences
in hobbyist characteristics between the inventions cre-
ated by independent and corporate inventors is a sub-
set of US patents. Patents have several advantages as a
data source for this study. First, patent citation analy-
sis has been widely used in the literature to assess the
technical importance of an invention associated with a
patent (Taylor, 2001; Harhoff et al., 1999; Lanjouw and
Schankerman, 1999; Albert et al., 1991; Narin, 1994;
Trajtenberg, 1990). We use patent citations as the basis
of our “impact” metric of technical importance, which
we use to evaluate Hypothesis 1A.
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success in previous research is through analyzing the
payments of patent maintenance (or “renewal”) fees by
inventors (cf.Taylor, 2001; Lanjouw et al., 1998; Pakes
and Schankerman, 1984; Pakes and Simpson, 1989).
These fees, which increase over time, have been levied
on patents filed on and after 12 December 1980. They
are due at 3.5, 7.5 and 11.5 years from the grant date
at rates of US$ 445, US$ 1025, and US$ 1575, respec-
tively, to ensure the full monopoly rights of the patent
(USPTO, 2000).7 Research utilizing renewal fee infor-
mation studies the period of time over which these fees
are paid in order to assess the private economic value
of a patent to its owner. In order to track the commer-
cial success of a relatively large sample of patents, we
choose to focus on US patents granted between 1981
and 1991 because enough time has intervened since
these patents were granted for inventors to have been
faced with paying all maintenance fees.

The tennis racket industry has several patent char-
acteristics that are helpful to this study. First, for the
last 25 years, the industry has had a high propensity
to patent, according to both the industry association
and one of the leading firms (Chen, 1998; Patterson,
1996).8 Second, the tennis racket has a long history of
patenting activity that includes a significant number of
patents by independent inventors, and both indepen-
dent and firm inventors hold large enough patent pools
to perform statistical tests. Third, there are indications
of similar patenting behavior between firms and inde-
pendent inventors: Both groups patent as soon as they
b ntial
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Second, patents are required by law to revea
etails of the technical merit of an invention that al

t to surpass the thresholds of novelty, usefulness
on-obviousness necessary for the granting of p
ights. In particular, the claims section of the pa
utlines the content of the invention and defines
onopoly rights granted to the inventor. While p

tudies have used patent claims in order to provid
nformed basis for patent comparison, we use the

detailed way in order to assess our technical m
ypotheses regarding the level of detail and scope
atent (Tong and Frame, 1994).

A third advantage of the use of patents is that pa
nalysis can provide insight into the commercial s
ess of an invention in the marketplace. Although it
e argued that the act of filing for a patent is the
tage in the commercialization of an invention, the m
ay patents have been used to measure comm
elieve they have a patentable invention and a pote
arket (Chen, 1998),9 both groups use patent attorn

7 Fees stated are for small entities in 2003 in US$; both fi
nd independent inventors are subject to the payment of thes

n order to avoid a suspension in monopoly rights. In other wor
ranted patent will have a minimum of 4 years protection, but

hen lapse if the first maintenance fee—at 3.5 years—is not pa
his fee is paid, patent validity will extend an additional 4 years
hen lapse if the second fee, due at 7.5 years, is not paid. If th
s paid, the patent will lapse at 12 years after the initial grant
nless another fee has is paid at that point in order to ensure th
rotection period of 17 years.

8 The propensity to patent differs across products, based on
actors as the nature of the technology and the competitive cond
n an industry (Cohen et al., 2000; Brouwe and Kleinknech, 19
ohen and Levin, 1989).

9 A large number of infringement lawsuits have occurred in
ndustry, which implies that patenting in this technology area is st
nough to serve as an important protection for intellectual prop
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or agents to the same extent,10 and the strategy of one-
invention-one-patent seems to dominate for both firm
and independent inventors.

Fourth, the concordance between the SIC code and
the patent classification for tennis rackets is close to
perfect; this reduces the possibility for error in under-
standing patenting behavior in the industry.

Adding to the degree of sophistication we can at-
tribute to independent inventors in the tennis racket
industry are a number of patenting statistics from both
inside and outside our database. Whereas our tennis
racket patent dataset consists of 225 US patents granted
between 1981 and 1991, 147 of these patents (65%)
were granted to independent inventors and 78 (35%)
were granted to firm-based inventors. Looking at the
patenting activity of these groups in the overall USPTO
dataset, we see that 55% of independent inventors and
79% of firms typically have patents in areas other than
tennis rackets. When we look at USPTO patenting
trends overall for both independent inventors and firms,
we find that the frequency distributions assigned to
both groups are skewed, although the degree of skew-
ness is different between them. The average number
of patents held by independent inventors with patents
in our dataset is 10, although the median number of
patents held is only 2 (a difference of five to one). Sim-
ilarly, the average number of patents held by firms with
patents in our dataset is 248, although the median num-
ber of patents held is only thirteen (a difference of 19
t nt-
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3.2. Methodology

3.2.1. Measures
Our construction of measures forimpact, level of

detail, scope, andsuccessis the most important element
of the methodology for this study.Impactis based on
the number of times a given patent has been cited as
prior art in subsequent tennis racket patents granted up
to June 2002 (so-called forward citations, seeTable 1
for data). We weight the citation-based impact score to
control for annual variations in patenting frequency and
to control for the fact that older patents have a greater
opportunity for citation by subsequent patents than do
younger ones by using the formula:

Ni =
2002∑
j≥k

(
cij − xj

yj

)

In this formula:Ni is the impact of patenti; k
= [1981, 1991] the grant year for patenti; cij the
number of citations to patenti in year j ≥ k; xj
the number of times all patents in the population of
tennis rackets issued after 1971—the earliest point
we can get systematic citation data—are cited in
year j; and yj the cumulative number of patents in
the population of tennis rackets in yearj (counting
from 1971). The formula allows us to correct for
increases in patent rates and variations in the like-
lihood of being cited by comparing the probability
that a given patent will be cited to the probability
t ven
y
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o 1). Finally, we find that a surprisingly high perce
ge of independent inventors in our dataset hold m
le patents (59%), with 19% restricted to holding o
on-sporting goods-related patents besides the pa

hey hold in our dataset. Note that in many cases t
ndependent inventors will patent in other technol
reas under the name of a firm assignee, thus ind

ng that they have professional technical expertis
ther areas. We also discovered that foreign inde
ent inventors are well represented in our data: 40

ndependent inventors list a non-US address. For fi
his number is higher; 50% of all corporately own
ennis patents in this time period belong to non
rms.

10 Firms in the tennis racket industry are typically too small to h
heir own in-house legal teams and seem to draw attorneys fro
ame pool used by independent inventors.
hat any tennis racket patent will be cited in a gi
ear.11

Given that self-citation tends to drive up citat
ates for a patent, we examine the citation record
atentees with more than one patent in our data
Hall et al., 2001). We find the highest self-citatio
ate for Dunlop’s patent number 4,747,598, wh
our of the 32 cited patents, or 12.5%, are o
unlop patents. The second highest self-citation

s found for Rossignol (patent number 4,875,6
here one of 19 cited patents, or 5.2%, are s
ited patents. For other firms, the rate is z

11 While we sample patents from 1981 to 1991 period for our m
nalyses, we use all tennis racket data available to us to ma
est possible assessment of likelihood of being cited, which m

ncluding patents for the entire 1971–2002 period when determ
he values ofxj andyj .
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics for technical merit measures: means, standard deviations (in parentheses) and range

Variable Population Independent inventors Corporate inventors Range

Citation impact 0.81 (7.48) 0.14 (6.96) 2.09 (8.27) −8.14, 42.86
Forward citations 8.41 (7.47) 7.76 (7.00) 9.64 (8.19) 0, 52
Patent detail 19.76 (20.98) 17.25 (15.38) 24.5 (28.25) 1, 192
Claims detail 2.07 (0.85) 1.93 (0.77) 2.32 (0.94) 1, 5.5
Claims 9.84 (8.46) 9.34 (7.22) 10.79 (10.38) 1, 53
Product scope 1.6 (0.80) 1.59 (0.77) 1.63 (0.84) 1, 5
Scope of innovation 1.2 (0.40) 1.16 (0.36) 1.28 (0.45) 1, 2

N = 225 for the population-level variables, 147 for the independent inventors and 78 for the corporate inventors.

Corrections for self-citations make no difference to our
distributions.12

To measure thelevel of detailandscopeof patents,
we perform content analysis on the 2215 claims of the
225 tennis racket patents in the population. This con-
tent analysis is based on a code scheme we have devel-
oped to capture three categories of claim information:
What parts of the racket the claim concerns (e.g. the
entire frame, the handle, the throat, the strings, etc.),
the technical objective (e.g. to make a stronger racket
or a larger sweet spot, enhance the frame durability,
etc.), and the innovative content (seeAppendix A for
the code scheme).

The innovative content category consists of infor-
mation on two hierarchical levels. At the first level, the
characteristics of each claim are coded based on up to
four descriptive categories: (1) manufacturing process;
(2) design; (3) material; and (4) structure or combi-
nation of materials. The second hierarchical level is
more specific; we have subdivided each of the 4 first-
level categories into between 5 and 16 sub-categories
(seeAppendix Afor the complete code scheme). Each
claim can be coded in multiple categories. As an ex-
ample, the first claim (of nine) of patent 4,685,675,
“adjustably weighted racquet,” states:

1. Adjustably weighted racquet, comprising a head hav-
ing a frame, said frame having a given number of holes
distributed throughout said frame sufficient for com-
p plu-
r ach

ce
o logy
(

of said bores being spaced from said holes, means for
varying the weight and weight distribution of the rac-
quet after string have been inserted in all of said holes
without disturbing the strings, said varying means be-
ing in the form of a plurality of individual weights each
being insertible in a respective one of said bores and
being individually movable from bore to bore without
disturbing the strings for weighting the racquet as de-
sired, and means for detachably locking said weights
in said bores.

Under our scheme, this claim is coded as mentioning
the entire frame (code PD1); suggesting the addition of
new parts (code D1, for the individual weights); men-
tioning how the new parts should be attached to the
frame (code D2); and where the new parts should be
placed (code D8). The remaining eight claims add more
information about where the bores should be placed,
how they lock the weights in place, the shape of the
weights (non-circular to prevent rotation), and the num-
ber of bores, which may exceed the number of weights.
In total, the coders have assigned nine codes for prod-
uct parts for this patent (one for each claim). All of
these codes are in one subcategory since they pertain to
the entire frame of the racket. No manufacturing codes
are given, nor are materials or material structures dis-
cussed. Nine design codes are also given—involving
the addition of a new element, the attachment of a
part, the size of a part, and the relative placement
o at-
e ted
a

225
p have
fi s for
letely stringing the racquet, said frame having a
ality of bores distributed throughout said frame, e

12 This lack of self-citation is probably due to an inability to fen
ff areas of intellectual property rights in this particular techno
Cohen et al., 2000).
f the part on the frame—for a total of four subc
gories (three of them D1, D2 and D8, as indica
bove).

Two coders have assessed all claims from the
atents according to this scheme. Both coders
rst coded the same twenty percent of the patent
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validation purposes. Inter-rater reliability is determined
using Cohen’s kappa. Cohen’s kappa measures the like-
lihood of two (or more) coders having achieved agree-
ment after controlling for the chance likelihood that
they would agree (Cohen, 1960). According toFleiss
(1981), a score above 0.75 shows very good agreement
between coders. The racket part of the claim, the techni-
cal objective of the claim, and three of the four descrip-
tive categories of the claim (manufacturing process,
materials used, and structure) all have kappa scores
between 0.84 and 0.99 with a mean of 0.93. Only the
descriptive category of design has a score below 0.75,
although it is still an acceptably high 0.74.

To construct thelevel of detailmeasure, we have
studied two aspects of the description of the invention
in the patent claims. One aspect is the overall detail of
the description, or thepatent detail. This measure is de-
fined as the sum of all the content codes the patent has
received, based on a count of categories (1) through (4)
above. The second aspect of interest is the level of de-
tail of a patent’s claims, or theclaims detail. To obtain
this measure, we dividepatent detailby the number of
claims of the given patent. Whilepatent detailand the
number of claims are highly correlated (0.86),claims
detail has a close to zero correlation with the number
of claims in a patent (−0.08), indicating that these are
two independent measures and that a low level of de-
tail in a claim is not compensated for by adding more
claims.

Whereaspatent detailand claims detaildescribe
t of
a ffer-
e
m that
o id to
h ulti-
p le or
t
o out
p his
m nt is
a ess
c

is
c rned
w d-
u
a ue to

an inventing unit: the number of patent maintenance
or renewal fees paid by a patent assignee. A num-
ber of studies have investigated the relationship be-
tween renewal data and the value of a patent to the
patent holder (Pakes, 1986; Lanjouw, Pakes and Put-
nam, 1998;Pakes and Simpson, 1989; Harhoff et al.,
1997). This growing body of literature is beginning to
enable more nuanced interpretations of the results of
analyses using renewal fee payments. This fact, as well
as the ready availability of data, makes renewal fees an
increasingly attractive proxy measure of commercial
success.

As with much evidence about inventive activity,
studies of patent renewal fees indicate that only a small
proportion of patents is highly valuable (e.g. Lanjouw,
et al., 1998). Given the skewness of the patent value
distribution, we treat commercialsuccessas a binary
measure in which asuccessfulpatent has had all three
maintenance fees paid, while anunsuccessfulpatent
has had at least one relevant maintenance fee left un-
paid so that the patent’s rights were allowed to lapse.
This gives us a conservative estimate of success since
it is possible that short product life cycles might not
warrant full-term protection of even valuable inven-
tions. Theunsuccessfulpatent is distinguished by the
length of time that the patent owner chooses to maintain
it.13

3.3. Tests

mall
n er-
c r of
a when
c f,
2 data
i the
p aims
w ed,
n eses
e As
a d we

the
p tents
w ior to
1 while
t

he depth of a patent,scopedescribes the breadth
patent. To capture this breadth, we use two di

nt measures. The first,product scope, considers how
any parts of a racket the patent covers. A patent
nly covers one part, such as the throat piece, is sa
ave a narrower scope than a patent that covers m
le parts, such as the throat piece and the hand

he entire frame. The second scope measure,scope
f innovation, considers whether the patent is ab
roduct innovation, process innovation, or both. T
easure is binary, and answers whether the pate
bout one or two dimensions of the product/proc
ombination.

Finally, the economic significance of inventions
omplicated to assess, even if we are only conce
ith the significance of the inventing firm or indivi
al (Tether, 1998). For our measure ofsuccess, we use
n increasingly common measure of a patent’s val
There are noted trends in patent data in which a s
umber of patents account for the majority of comm
ial returns in a class and in which a small numbe
ssignees have a disproportionate share of patents
ompared to most assignees (Scherer and Harhof
000). In our case, the skewed nature of patent

s reflected in the distribution of claims per patent (
atents in this population had between 1 and 53 cl
ith a mean of 9.84) and in citation counts. Inde
one of the variables we used to test our hypoth
xhibit the characteristics of a normal distribution.
result, since many of our variables are counts an

13 Recall that patents filed in 1981 or later are eligible for
ayment of maintenance fees. All 225 of our tennis racket pa
ere granted between 1981 and 1991 but some were filed pr
981. This means that some are not exposed to renewal fees

he ones that are, are eligible for all three fees.
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are interested in testing the differences between popu-
lations of patents held by independent and corporate in-
ventors, we rely on tests of medians rather than means.
Thus, we use the Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann–Whitney)
test and Pearson’sχ2 of independence for the en-
tire or parts of distributions, which are more suitable
for testing comparisons between non-normal distri-
butions with high levels of skewness (Sprent, 1993;
StataCorp, 2001). SeeTable 1for summary statistics
for the data.

4. Results

4.1. Technical merit

4.1.1. Impact
Hypothesis 1A predicts that independent inventors

will be over-represented in both the technically im-
portant and technically unimportant invention popu-
lations; this should be indicated by larger right- and
left-hand tails of the citation-based patent impact dis-
tribution. A Pearson’sχ2-test of the impact distribu-
tions by inventor source tells us that the distributions
are significantly different (seeTable 2for test results).
A test of medians reveals that the distributions have the
same proportion of observations above the population-
level median (although they have significantly differ-
ent standard deviations), so we find that the differ-
ences between the two distributions are indeed in the
t

are
r nts
b act
p en-
d ores
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d rpo-
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f h in
t for a
f ow-
i trate
a en-
d 20%
o m-
p e-
l en-

tor patents as opposed to 30% of corporate inventor
patents.

4.1.2. Patent detail and claims detail
Hypothesis 1B states that independent inventors will

patent with a lower level of detail than corporate in-
ventors, as measured bypatent detailandclaims de-
tail. Indeed, we find this to be true for both metrics as
well as a combination of the two metrics. Analysis of
thepatent detail—the summation of the content codes
for a patent—of independent and corporate inventor
patents shows that although the overall distributions
and variances are significantly different, the medians
do not significantly differ. The corporate inventor dis-
tribution has a higher variance, mainly because of a
longer tail in the high end of the distribution, while the
independent inventor distribution has a larger propor-
tion of patents in the low end of the distribution. This
difference is significant for the proportion of patents in
the bottom 20% of the distributions; in this range falls
85% of independent inventions and 74% of corporate
inventions. Analysis of theclaims detail—the patent
detail divided by the number of patent claims, a met-
ric that corrects for the sometimes strategic choice of
how many claims to include in a patent—also supports
the hypothesis that independent inventors have less de-
tailed patents. Both the rank-sum test and the compar-
ison of medians show that corporate inventors’ patent
claims are more detailed than are the independent in-
ventors’ patent claims (seeTable 2for test results). In
a rsus
o bot-
t
c

4
will

g e in-
v f
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i s of
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r tent
a more
l s, as
w rod-
u cess.
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ails.
A closer look reveals that independent inventors

esponsible not only for especially high-impact pate
ut also for a disproportionate number of low-imp
atents. In the high-impact range, the two indep
ent inventor patents with the highest impact sc
42.8 and 37.5) are 2.2 and 1.5 population-level s
ard deviations higher, respectively, than the co
ate patent with the highest impact score (26.6).
ortunately, the distributions are not dense enoug
he high-impact range to have reasonable power
ormal test. The distributions are denser in the l
mpact range, however, and formal tests demons

significant difference in the proportions of indep
ent and corporate patents that inhabit the lower
f the impact distribution. The overall range of i
act values is between−8 and +42; impact values b

ow 2 are associated with 70% of independent inv
ddition, 10% of independent inventor patents ve
nly 4% of firm-based patents exhibit scores in the

om 25% for the metric of combinedpatent detailand
laims detailscores.

.1.3. Scope
Hypothesis 1C states that independent inventors

enerate inventions of less scope than corporat
entors, as measured byproduct scopeandscope o
nnovation. We find that our results differ depen
ng on the measure of scope we use. Analysi
he scope of innovationof independent and corp
ate inventor patents—the type of innovation the pa
ddresses—shows that firm-based inventors are

ikely to file patents concerning process innovation
ell as patents that outline a combination of new p
ct design and an associated manufacturing pro
n the other hand, analysis of theproduct scope—the
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Table 2
Formal test results of technical merit

Hypothesis Variable Test Result Interpretation

1A Citation impact Comparison of distributions χ2 (8) = 23.55**,P < 0.01 The two distributions are significantly different
Median comparison, conservative test χ2 (1) = 1.08,P = 0.30 The medians of the two groups are not different
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum
(Mann–Whitney) test of medians, less
conservative test

z= −1.26,P = 0.21 The same proportion of patents are above the
median for both groups (the medians are not
different)

Proportion of distribution in lowest
20%

χ2 (1) = 5.89*,P = 0.02 Independent inventors are significantly more likely
than corporate inventors to have patents with
citation impact scores among the lowest 20% of all
scores

1B Patent detail Median comparison, conservative test χ2 (1) = 1.07,P = 0.30 The medians of the two groups are not different
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum
(Mann–Whitney) test of medians, less
conservative test

z= −1.60,P = 0.11 The medians of the two groups are not different

S.D. ind. < S.D. Corp. Variance ratio = 0.29**,P = 0.00 The standard deviations of the two groups are
significantly different; the inventions of
independent inventors have lower range of patent
detail than those of corporate inventors

Overall distributions χ2 (1) = 32.24**,P < 0.01 The distributions of the two groups are significantly
different

Proportion of distribution in lowest
20%

χ2 (1) = 4.41*,P < 0.04 Independent inventors are significantly more likely
than corporate inventors to have patents with detail
scores in the lowest 20% of the scores

Claims detail Median comparison, conservative test χ2 (1) = 10.70**,P < 0.01 The medians of the two groups are significantly
different

Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum
(Mann–Whitney) test, less
conservative test

z= −3.36**, P < 0.01 The medians of the two groups are significantly
different

S.D. ind. < S.D. corp. Variance ratio = 0.67**,P = 0.02 The standard deviations of the two groups are
significantly different; the inventions of
independent inventors have lower range of claims
detail than those of corporate inventors

1C Scope of innovation Test of proportions χ2 (1) = 5.02*,P = 0.02 Firms are more likely to hold patents concerning
both product and process

Product scope (number of
racket parts)

Comparison of distributions χ2 (4) = 3.43,P = 0.49 Inventions from the two groups of inventors do not
come from different distributions

Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum
(Mann–Whitney) test

z= −0.099,P = 0.92 The medians of the two groups are not different

Product scope (entire
racket)

Test of proportions χ2 (1) = 6.25**,P = 0.01 Corporate inventors are significantly more likely to

Note: (+) P≤ 0.10; (*)P≤ 0.05; (**) P≤ 0.01.
hold patents concerning the entire racket
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number of parts of a racket the patent covers—shows
no significant difference in the patented inventions of
the two groups of inventors, although we did find that
independent inventors are less likely to patent inven-
tions concerning the overall racket than are corporate
inventors (seeTable 2for test results). When we com-
bine the two scope metrics and isolate the patents with
the lowest value for both, we find that 43% of patents
by independent inventors have combined low scores
compared to 26% of patents by firm-based inventors.

4.2. Commercial success

Hypothesis 2 states that independent inventors are
likely to have less commercially successful inventions
than corporate inventors as measured by the mainte-
nance of patents over time. We do not find direct support
for this hypothesis; inventor source does not appear to
affect the proportion ofsuccessfultennis racket patents
as defined by full maintenance (only 25% are thussuc-
cessful). Amongunsuccessfulpatents, however, differ-
ences between independent and corporate inventors are
evident.Table 3displays the proportions ofunsuccess-
ful patents by the two inventor sources according to the
period of maintenance: 4, 8, and 12 years. Independent
inventors are significantly more likely to maintain their
patents beyond the 4-year period than are corporate in-
ventors (71% versus 57%). The opposite is true after
the 8-year period, however, when 59% of still-valid in-
dependent patents are renewed in contrast to 71% of
s iod,
t min-
i ents
a they
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c ro-
d t in-
v eir
p er in
S

5

ions
o ten-

nis racket industry along the dimensions of techni-
cal merit and commercial success. In this section,
we briefly reiterate these findings and discuss their
implications.

5.1. Heroes or hobbyists?

Our analysis give credence to both the view of the
independent inventor as “hero” and as “hobbyist” while
underscoring the large uncertainty associated with the
value of innovation by independent inventors. We use
three criteria for judging the technical merit of in-
ventions: technical importance (or impact), detail and
scope. We demonstrate that independent inventors are
able to produce more high-quality inventions at the
same time as they dominate the low-quality inventions
in a product category. Analyzing patent claims, we
looked for evidence of differences in technical merit
between the two inventor groups, hypothesizing that
independent inventors would have lessdetailedpatents
of lowerscope. We did find that firm patents are more
detailed both on the patent and the claims level-of-
analysis and with respect to scope, we find that firm-
based inventors have patents with higher scope than in-
dependent inventors as measured by one of two scope
metrics; not surprisingly we find that firm-based inven-
tors are more likely to file patents that contain specifica-
tions concerning process innovations as well as patents
that outline a combination of new product design. A less
anticipated finding is that for a second metric,product
s ket
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till-valid corporate patents. After the 12-year per
hese differences in maintenance fee behavior di
sh. We know that in the tennis racket industry pat
re important to independent inventors because
eed them in order to market their inventions ex
ally (Chen, 1998). This process is likely to be le
fficient than the process followed by firms when
iding whether to bring patented technology into p
uction. We discuss the finding that independen
entors are significantly more likely to maintain th
atents beyond 4 years but less than 8 years furth
ection 5.

. Discussion

We examined differences between the invent
f independent and firm-based inventors in the
cope, which details the number of parts of a rac
overed by a patent, there is no significant differe
etween firm-based and independent inventors. H
ver, when converting product scope into a binary m
ure of whether the patent is about the entire rack
ust a part of it, we find that independent inventors
ess likely to patent inventions concerning the ove
acket.

Actions related to identifying heroes and hobby
x ante rather than ex post may be of interest, fo
mple to venture capitalists. Our results show that
an be done. First, we investigated whether two t
ical merit criteria—level of detail and scope—rel

o the technical importance of a patent as meas
y our citation-based impact metric. We find ze
orrelations between the detail measures and im
ut detected a significant and weak correlationr =
.15,P < 0.05) betweeninvention scope(if the paten
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Table 3
Commercial success (data and test results)

Hypothesis Variable Independent inventors Corporate inventors Comparison of groups

2 Number of granted patents requiring fee paymentsa 106 49
First fee not paid, patent upheld for 4 years 31 (29%) 23 (47%) χ2 (1) = 4.28*
Second fee not paid, patent upheld for 8 years 43 (41%) 14 (29%) χ2 (1) = 3.85**
Third fee not paid, patent upheld for 12 years 4 (4%) 0 (0%) χ2 (1) = 0.49
All fees paid, patent upheld for maximum 17 years 28 (26%) 12 (25%) χ2 (1) = 0.07
Overall distribution: 4,8,12 and 17 year patent life span 31, 43, 4, 28 23, 14, 0, 12 χ2 (3) = 6.22+

Note: (+) P≤ 0.10; (*)P≤ 0.05; (**) P≤ 0.01.
a We sampled patents granted from 1981. However, patents filed prior to 1981 were not eligible for fee payments subsequent to granting,

why this analysis involves 155 patents rather than 225.

is about both product and process versus just one of
the two) and impact. We also found a weak negative
correlation between impact and whether the patent is
about the entire racket (r = −0.16,P < 0.05). Tak-
ing the analysis one step further, we find that patents
with low combinedscores on level of detail as well
as low combinedscope scores never appear in the
top 50% of patents according to their future citation
impact.

We also compare the commercial success of inde-
pendent and firm-based inventors—as measured by the
maintenance of patent rights—and find that neither
group of inventors holds a disproportionate share of
fully maintained patents. Having said that, indepen-
dent inventors are significantly more likely to main-
tain their patents beyond the initial renewal period
than are firm-based inventors. One explanation for this
finding is that in the tennis racket industry, the mar-
ket for inventions is relatively strong, which has lead
to a dominant strategy of independent inventors to
patent their inventions and then market them to existing
firms that possess the complementary assets needed for
market access (Chen, 1998; Schomo, 2003). Finding
and negotiating a license agreement for an invention
may be a lengthy process, suggesting why an inde-
pendent inventor will face a longer period of uncer-
tainty about the value of his or her patent, being will-
ing to maintain the patent one period longer than a
firm.

5

n-
t eroes
a e of

hobbyists in the independent inventor population. To
do this we need to define more precisely what is meant
with the term hobbyist. We argue a hobbyist is an inven-
tor: (1) whose invention has a low level of influence on
other inventions; (2) who is a non-habitual, that is infre-
quent, inventor; and (3) who exhibits susceptibility to
intangible rewards that appear to contradict economic
rationality. Since our earlier finding—that independent
inventors hold a disproportionate share of both high-
and low-impact patents—indicates that the first condi-
tion is met for a subset of independent inventors—the
rest of this section will focus on the other two condi-
tions.

In investigating whether independent inventors in
our dataset meet the second hobbyist characteristic of
patenting with low frequency, we find that a significant
minority (65, or 44%) holds only one patent, and there-
fore can be considerednon-habitualinventors. We find
that 52% of patents in the bottom 10% of the impact
range are held bynon-habitual inventors (who have a
likelihood of 0.49 to hold such low-impact patents). In
comparison, inventors who hold more than one patent
are less likely to end up in the low-impact range of
patents (their likelihood is 0.26 to hold such a low-
impact patent). Also of interest, we find that the av-
erage independent inventor in our sample holds 8.32
patents (while the average firm in our sample holds al-
most 248 patents), with the most prolific independent
inventor holding 696 patents that cover a large num-
ber of product categories. A number of independent
i ort-
i the
4 itual
i fact,
i ent
.2. How common is the hobbyist?

While our overall finding is that independent inve
ors are a heterogeneous group, containing both h
nd hobbyists, we want to explore the prevalenc
nventors, 15 (35%), also hold patents outside sp
ng good industries, giving a strong indication that
4% non-habitual inventors are balanced by hab

nventors spanning multiple technology areas. In
n our sample, we find a larger fraction of independ
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inventors than firms inventing in as well as outside
sporting goods.

Finally, in investigating whether independent inven-
tors in our dataset meet the third hobbyist characteristic
of exhibiting susceptibility to intangible rewards that
appear to contradict economic rationality, we first have
to determine two conditions that we believe indicate
such an inventor. Rational behavior can be inferred if
inventors either fully maintain impactful patents or do
not fully maintain unimportant patents. Expanding that
logic, we argue that inventors might be less rational if
they chose either to NOT maintain technically impor-
tant patents OR if they chose to maintain technically
unimportant patents. In the first scenario, the hobbyist
inventor does not fully maintain the patent rights for a
technically important invention; we do not find this to
be true since the correlation between impact and length
of maintenance is positive (r = 0.23,P < 0.01). How-
ever, we do find thatfirm-basedinventors exhibit zero
correlation between the two indicators of impact and
length of maintenance (r = −0.09,P > 0.1).14 In the
second scenario, the hobbyist inventor fully maintains
the patent rights for a trivial invention. We focus on
the population ofnon-habitualinventors to test this, as
these hobbyists might be more likely to want to main-
tain their sole patent for reasons other than expected
financial rewards. However, analysis of variance on
the patent maintenance periods ofnon-habitualpatent
holders versus others show no significant differences
between the groups, hence, we do not find support for
t rite-
r rs.

up-
p in-
v gath-

mic
i im-
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i g that
t titors
t tation
i other
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ered does not. The technical importance of patents held
by independent inventors is both very high and very
low; a minority of independent inventors in this dataset
arenon-habitual patentees (although this minority is
sizable and in about half the cases corresponds with
low-impact patents); and independent inventors actu-
ally seem less susceptible to non-economic incentives
than do firm-based inventors. As our analyses of the
complete patent portfolios of all our independent in-
ventors (as well as firms) demonstrated, inventors that
show up as independent inventors in tennis rackets of-
ten are listed as inventors on patents owned by firms in
other technologies. Thus, many independent inventors
are professional engineers and scientists with working
knowledge of invention and the patent system.

Thus, independent inventors in the tennis racket in-
dustry must be considered a heterogeneous group of
both hobbyists and heroes with professional technical
expertise in other areas; policymakers should consider
them such.

At the same time as many independent inventors
are producing worthwhile inventions, the “hobbyist”
part of our findings suggests that independent inven-
tors associated with technically unimportant patents
may need to be more discouraged to patent. A simple
policy would be to increase patent fees for indepen-
dent inventors (who now in the US pay half the fees
of large firms). However, this policy will also strike
against the hero inventors, the overall impact of the
policy depending on the price elasticity of both hob-
b lost
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t pur-
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ia for maintaining their patents than other invento

In conclusion, although some of our findings s
ort the “hobbyist” understanding of independent
entors, the preponderance of evidence we have

14 We can think of two explanations in addition to that of econo
rrationality that might explain this lack of correlation between
act and maintenance but ruled both out. First, one could im

hat citation impact might be artificially low for a firm-owned pat
f later inventors do not enter the firm’s patent space, suggestin
he firm has fenced off an area, making it unattractive for compe
o enter. However, we see no major differences between the ci
mpact of patents held by independent and firm-based inventors
han at the tails of the distribution, ruling out this explanation. S
nd, one could imagine a firm maintaining a low-impact paten
trategic reasons, such as excluding others from having free a
o the technology, but we do not find this explanation convin
ince the proportions of successful patents held by independe
rm-based inventors are the same.
yist and hero inventors as well as they potential
pportunity associated with hero inventions not be
atented. Another alternative would be to selecti
dvice inventors filing patents for unimportant inv

ions to focus their resources on more worthwhile
uits, advice that has been found to be socially effe
Åstebro and Bernhardt, 1999).

This study provides some insight into how to
er out independent inventors with less promising
entions through our content-based patent metrics
elieve these metrics have the potential to assi
uick assessments of invention in other technolog
as. While constructing appropriate coding sche

s time-consuming, we believe that experts in m
echnology areas could construct similar scheme
ocusing on significant functional aspects of their te
ology of interest. A follow-up study on a technolo
rea with different characteristics—such as a com
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process technology rather than the consumer product
technology analyzed here—would be necessary to ad-
dress this. We expect there to be a lower proportion
of independent inventors in such a technology due to
barriers to independent invention. However, those in-
dividual inventors that do file for patents are likely to
be well informed due to the larger stock of knowledge
necessary to successfully generate an idea and obtain
a patent.

Appendix A. Patent claims code scheme

Code Explanation

P Product description Which part of the racket does the claim describe?

P1 Entire racket Doesn’t specify, only refers to a racket

P2 Handle See drawing

P3 Shaft See drawing

P4 Throat See drawing

P5 Head See drawing

P6 Strings or stringing See drawing

P7 Beam See drawing

P8 Other

O Objective W patent/Claim What is the objective of the claim? If you don’t find this
through reading the claim/s look in the patent abstract

F Does the claim describe HOW:

D
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O1 Stronger racket

O2 Less vibrations/shock/fixing tennis elbow

O3 Larger sweet spot

O4 Longer length of life

O5 Cheaper

O6 Easier to manufacture

O7 Other

Manufacturing process
F1 Extrusion th

F2 Injection molding in

F3 Molding, not injection m

F4 Other th

Design H
e racket should be extruded?

jection molded?

olded?

e racket should be manufactured in any other way?

ow is the racket designed?
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Code Explanation

D11 New element added A new part is added, such as a vibration dampener, a
screw tensioning the strings, or something that is not
normally found on a tennis racket (see Fig. 1)

D12 Attachment of part The claim describes how a part is attached to another.
Example: the throat piece is welded to the two parts of
the handle; the leather grip is glued to the wooden handle

D13 Shape The claim describes the shape of a part, such as an egg-
shaped head, an oval handle, etc.

D14 Stringing pattern The claim describes stringing. Example: strings cross in
three directions, density of stringing

D15 Beam profile The claim outlines the thickness of the racket, as seen
from the side

D16 Size of part The claim specifies the absolute size or size-range of a
part. Example: the handle is 34–38 mm thick; the head
is 400 mm at its widest point

D17 Relative size of part The claim specifies the relative size of the part when
compared to the entire racket or another part of the racket.
Example: the handle is half the total length of the racket

D18 Placement of parts The claim specifies the positioning of parts relative to one
another. Example: the handle is attached at a 45 degree
angle to the head

D19 Other Any other claim that specifies a racket design feature but
does not fit in any of the above classes

M Material What materials are mentioned in the claim?

M1 Wood Any kind of wood (ash, bamboo,. . .) and only wood.

M2 Wood + fibre Any kind of wood (ash, bamboo,. . .) in combination
with glass fibre (polymers, plastics, epoxy, etc.)

M3 Wood-I-boron or graphite Any wood or wood/glass fibre combination AND boron
or graphite

M4 Steel

M5 Aluminum

M6 Aluminum with nylon throat piece

M7 Metal alloy with titanium Aluminum or steel combined with titanium

M8 Metal alloy with boron, graphite, gold, etc. Aluminum or steel combined with any of these materials

M9 Glass fibre only Polymers, plastics, epoxy, etc. are other names used

M10 Glass fibre with graphite

M11 Glass fibre with boron
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Code Explanation

M12 Kevlar Possibly combined with other materials, such as glass
fibre or graphite

M13 Ceramics

M14 Foam

M15 Other

S Structure or combination of materials Does the claim explicitly mention any of the following?

S1 Hollow shell

S3 Shell filled with other material

S4 Solid material

S5 Layering of glass fibre

S6 Layering of other fibers (graphite, kevlar, etc.)

S7 Proportions of different materials

S8 Other
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